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What You HAVE NO IDEA about Retirement. will provide endless
entertainment for any pension party and is sure to be considered a HIT!
This entertaining quiz pokes fun at getting older while celebrating the
pleasure of retirement.Q: Why perform new retirees suddenly look a
decade younger?. What You Don't Know about Retirement.... could have any
retiree celebrating this milestone with lots of laughs. A: They suddenly
feel ten years young. Q: What's the most effective way for a retiree to
make sure his memoirs are read? A: Include plenty of clues about hidden
money.
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Funny and so true! I like to contact this “the textbook of retirement.”
It’s better than academic research, psychology books, self-help books,
and other things I’ve noticed. It’s a publication of queries and
answers, a lot of them hilarious and, sadly, accurate. The illustrations
are well-drawn and i'm all over this. lots of fun cracked my husband up.
I read through it with a few close friends who have been retired 3-5
years. Five Stars My pal loved her retirement publication and it came in
time for the party. Overall it was popular. Five Stars this book was the
hit of the party Humorous Retirement Quotes We ordered this for a
manager retiring from our company and read these in her retirement
party. Good quotes. An extremely cute book with great quotesFor the
retiree. Sure to bring a laugh at a party. One issue: once you browse
it, you’ll just have to purchase a few more copies to send to your
retired friends. I bought it has a gift for a pal simply retired. I am
now hanging to the book for when my dad retires as many of these quotes
connect with him as well!! I read it many times a week. Fun little gift
for retirement... Five Stars lots of fun reading it all at party.
Everyone completely enjoyed them and it provided some very nice laughs!
It’s really worth it. I'll say anyone who has been retired appeared to
'get it' even more. I’m a gradual reader, so it takes me 15 minutes to
undergo it. paperback reserve is full of short 2 liners making fun of
retirement It is a little paperback book is filled with short 2 liners
building fun of pension. It is not at all a book of quotations (I’ve
seen lots of quotation books about them, and have read many Internet
postings). . My brother-in-laws loved it.
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